
HOW TO ATTEND A ZNA JUDGING SEMINAR <winter seminar> 

 

1) <pre-registration mail>  

Send your name and chapter by e-mail to the ZNA head office 2 weeks before the seminar day.  

   (note: The application forms for Local Certified Judge & Assistant Certified Judge should reach 

the ZNA head office by 12 December.)  

 

2) <check-in on the seminar day>  Check-in at 12:30~ on the Saturday  

  The winter seminar is held at a meeting room of the second floor of the Tokyo Ryutsu Center Main 

building. (on the same floor of the AJNPA Koi Show)  Check-in at the desk in front of the room. Say 

your name, and receive the envelope including seminar document. Pay the seminar fee.  

 

Seminar fee for two days 4,000 JPYen (including a Sunday lunch box, excluding a name tag)  

*You can pay the seminar fee by PayPal in advance. Ask at the head office.  

(note: Check-in at 09:45 for Assistant Certified Judge Exam in the morning.) 

 

3) <seminar Day 1> 

 - judging and voting  13:30-15:30 on Saturday - 

 

5 to 7 participants by group go to the display tank and judge 5 koi and rank them as 1st to 5th.  

A proctor, a timekeeper and an assistant stand by the tank. Koi should be appreciated by the 

judging-day condition, not potential in the future. The judging time is 7 to 10 minutes.  

 

Don’t discuss the koi with other participants, and don’t speak out your opinion on the koi either.  

If you have questions, ask the proctor. Write down judging results in the two forms, and give the 

vote to the assistant standing by the tank, and keep the seminar sheet by yourself for the discussion 

on the next day.  

 

4) <seminar Day 2 > 

- Q’s & A’s, commentaries by seminar instructors 10:10-11:50 on Sunday  

 

All the participants and instructors gathered in the meeting room. By referring the results, ask each 

participant some questions. (an example question: What do you think the koi A’s Hi quality?)  

Lastly the chief instructor summarizes how the koi should be appreciated and judged. 

<Importance in attending ZNA seminars>  

It’s not important to have the same result in ranking but to learn points in judging appreciation.  

 

5) <record>  

A participant who attends the seminar for both days will be recorded that he completes one seminar 

attendance.  


